EXHIBITOR LOAD-IN INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for choosing to participate in our 2020 Virtual Auction!
Please read through these instructions and make sure you have everything you need ready to
go. We will be moving very quickly during load-in and want to try to avoid any delays.
Remember NO MORE THAN 3 PEOPLE PER VEHICLE.
For 2020 ONLY, Exhibitors are NOT REQUIRED to be present.















Print and complete the Release and Waiver of Liability COVID-19 document. Each
person in the vehicle must have a completed form. Completed forms will be collected
at the slider gate when you arrive to check-in for your appointment.
Print and complete the Medication Declaration form for each animal you bring. Sharon
will collect these at the Vet Check station. If you cannot get your leader’s/advisor’s
signature, the Fair will ask them to review and sign after load-in is completed.
Please have all forms completely filled out prior to your arrival!
You may arrive no more than 15 minutes early for your appointment.
If you arrive late for your appointment, you will be moved to the end of the line.
If something happens to cause you to be late, you must call either Kim (209-509-7970)
or Ken (760-900-3077). You may be asked to come at the end of the load-in for your
species.
No one may exit the vehicle unless directed by Fair Staff. Anybody who exits the
vehicle will be required to wear a face mask.
If you are dropping off animals for more than one exhibitor, be prepared to quickly
inform Fair Staff who owns which animal (marking with colored chalk paint dots is
allowed, if necessary).
Exhibitor weight tags will be given to the driver for all animals dropped off.
Once animals have cleared the scale and market readiness check and you are cleared to
leave, please leave the grounds through the upper livestock lot. You must be clear of
the bridge before we can allow the next vehicle to proceed!

We will be updating judging classes and results on Facebook and through ShoWorks Passport as
soon as we get them entered.

